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From: Mikateko Nelwamondo
To: Ronaldo Retief
Cc: Koena Rakabe; l.muligwe@mmsez.co.za; Tshamaano Makuya
Subject: Re: MMSEZ meeting with Ekland Safaris
Date: Monday, 25 January 2021 12:30:27


Good Day Ronaldo  and the team 


Below please find responses on the comments made by Ekland Safars in relation to the Limpopo Flood Water option. 


Should you require more information please don't hesitate  to contact me


Regards 
Mikateko Gail Nelwamondo 
Director 
Sunfrica Pty Ltd 
0734962706


On Thu, Jan 21, 2021 at 1:01 PM Ronaldo Retief <ronaldor@ncc-group.co.za> wrote:
Dear All


In response to the request by Ekland Safaris, this is the second meeting with Ekland Safaris as the meeting on 15 January 2021, ran over the allocated
time and none of the questions below could be addressed by the respective specialists. The meeting will continue from item no 6 and solely be to
answer the questions asked by Ekland Safari's:


Dear All
Please see revision of questions following the meeting on 15 January 2021.
In response to the request by Ekland Safaris, this is the second meeting with Ekland Safaris as the meeting on 15 January 2021, ran over the allocated
time and none of the questions below could be addressed by the respective specialists. The meeting will continue from item no 6 and solely be to
answer the questions asked by Ekland Safari's:
  1. Please confirm that a detailed analysis and assessment was undertaken of the potential impacts of using the bulk water for agricultural
development.  If a detailed analysis was undertaken, please provide us with a copy of such assessment.
        1.1     It is understood from the previous meeting that a new independent water source is  required to be developed for the SEZ, this raises the
following questions 
                1.1.1   Zimbabwe dam option - 
                        a)      time frame to agree deal, 
                        b)      quantity of water, 
                        c)      construction period for pipeline  (Erik)
                1.1.2   Limpopo Flood water option


                     The Concept is a proposal to construct off channel storage dams within the Sand river                       catchment, referred to as Musina Dam and Sand
river dam;
- It is envisaged that water will be harvested from the Limpopo river via an abstraction weir and then pumped to the storage dams;


-Water will then be distributed from the main water storage (Musina & Sand river dams) to a series of other reservoirs located closer to points of use such as the
MM SEZ’s North and the South Sites, and other parts of the northern Limpopo region 


                        a)      time frame to agree deal
                                   The project is still at proof of concept/prefeasibility, the next step include                                                     feasibility study,
masterplanning, specialists studies and bankability. 


, 
                        b)      quantity of water-


                             The Capacity of the two dams: 
                             Musina Dam – 79 MCM capacity


                         Sand River Dam – 405 MCM capacity


                                             Total capacity – 484 MCM capacity    
                  -The expected historical yield is about 280Mm3 @ a 98 % reliability 
                       (with both dams operational);
                    -Ground water is already over committed and has a salinity problem ;


                        c)      construction period for dam-
                  -Turnkey Solution (Independent Water Service Provider (IWSP)
     4 to 5 years (lower cost / lower time risk)


•       Appoint a project owner which has independency, transparency, own governance and full mandate for decision making, e.g Water Users Association
(WUA)


•       Early Contractor involvement


•       Use of Framework agreements to minimise costs


•       Choose and align key stakeholders – horizontal (decision makers) and vertical alignment (everyone)


•       Owner, funders, stakeholders, project implementers - all working towards common goals


•       Unlock opportunities for greater good to all


•       Create and foster collaborative culture


                  Non- negotiable values: ethical conduct, discipline, trust, respect, diversity, inclusion,                           support, community involvement , kind to nature and
people, 


                        d)      how do you ensure consistency of supply, given drought prone area-
 


The Scheme is based on the harvesting of flood water from the limpopo river duiring flood occassions which happen annually. the preliminary results
show that  484 MCM  annually can be harvested from tne Limpopo river. 
        1.2     If a new water supply option is identified, is the SEZ the best, most sustainable use of this resource to promote socio-economic
development. i.e would this water not be better applied in agriculture, sustainable land practices and service delivery (Erik)
2.  What is the role of the operator of the MMSEZ? (Richard) (Hans) 3.  It was confirmed within the Draft EIR that clearing of land can only
commence once individual and respective Environmental Authorisations are received for the respective industries.  Please confirm what the purpose of
the current Environmental Authorisation Application is if the only activity applied for is the clearance of vegetation, but no vegetation is to be cleared
prior to receiving the individual authorisations for the other industries. What is the point of separating this application out from those that would
follow? Please also confirm that when/if this EIA is approved that no infrastructure developments (roads, water, electricity networks, sewage systems
etc) will be taking place.; (Ronaldo & Hans)
 4.  Please provide us with the detailed feasibility assessment and other studies undertaken when the project was first contemplated.   Please indicate
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whether a land-use compatibility assessment was undertaken.  Please also indicate which of these documents are public. (Demacon)
        4.1     Ekland understand the socio-economic situation of the area as are one of the major employers in the region, however there seems to be no
socio-economic assessment of alternate economic models i.e agriculture. The opportunity cost of losing these more environmentally sustainable
models    appears not to be considered in the assessment
        4.2     The socio-economic assessment (Environmental Full-Cost Accounting) appears to not have calculated the environmental cost of a very
large scale polluting development in the region and the subsequent long term costs. This would be required to allow Stakeholders to assess the nett
benefit of the SEZ against other more sustainable alternatives
5.  Please elaborate what impact the MMSEZ will have on the surrounding land use such as tourism (specifically Ekland Safaris);
        5.1     The Ekland Safari model is dependent on its "sense of place" in order to attract tourists to the property. The construction of a heavy metal
industrial zone will destroy that and destroy the sense of place (Graham Young & Urban Econ)


6.  With the industries proposed, it is evident that large quantities of water will be required and due to the heavy industrial nature of such industries,
the possibility of groundwater contamination is relatively high.  What impact will the proposed land use have on the water availability and quantity of
water for the surrounding land uses such as tourism and agriculture?  Please provide projection of water quantities that are anticipated to be utilised for
the various components
6.1             Following the Precautionary principle, it would be expected that the environmental assessment would be based on the worst permissible
technologies to determine impact. From the meeting it appears best practice is being assessed, and unless this becomes an enforced design stipulation
for         each and every proposed project in the SEZ, then the assessment is not accurate. Alternatively the global best practice specifications would
need to be adopted for the project and specified. Ronaldo & Hans
7       Please provide certainty on the source(s) of bulk water at suitable cost and associated timeframe for getting such water sources and related
infrastructures operational.  Please provide written commitment that until such time that RSA Government has a) found  a suitable source of the bulk
water, and b) has conducted feasibility studies to confirm the financial viability and availability of funds to construct the required infrastructure, that 
c) none of the industry/enterprise specific EIA can be approved.  Hans
7.1     Please provide certainty on the source(s) of bulk water at suitable cost and associated timeframe for getting such water sources and related
infrastructures operational.  Please provide written commitment that until such time that RSA Government has a) found  a suitable source of the bulk
water, and b) has conducted feasibility studies to confirm the financial viability and availability of funds to construct the required infrastructure, that 
c) none of the industry/enterprise specific EIA can be approved.   Hans
8.  During the previous meeting it was indicated that the Final EIR must be submitted to the LEDET by 1 February 2021, however, due to the current
regulations imposed caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, various traditional meetings will not be undertaken before the due date for submission of the
Final EIR.  It was indicated in the meeting that these meetings will be undertaken after the submission of the Final EIR.  Seeing that the purpose of
public meetings is to include comments and address and/or mitigate any questions or concerns raised, we would like note that the Public Participation
Process is fatally flawed and vulnerable to review.  Ronaldo
9.  The only listed activity applied for at this stage of the project is the clearance of more than 20 hectares of indigenous vegetation, however, the
impacts associated with the proposed industries are currently also assessed within the Environmental Authorisation application even though the
precise technology to be used for these industries are not yet available.  During the previous meeting it was indicated that best practise standards were
used to determine the impact of the proposed SEZ on the surrounding environment, however, in order to provide a more accurate assessment of the
impacts, the precautionary principle should have been used.  What will the cumulative impact of all these industries be on Ekland Safaris and how can
it be determined if the technology to be used are not available during this stage of the project?   Ronaldo & Hans
9.1     It was noted in the meeting that all industries will undergo respective EIA processes, however, if the technologies for the industries are not
available, the cumulative impact on Ekland Safaris cannot be adequately assessed.  Ronaldo
9.2     How are cumulative impacts to be determined if the technologies of each component project are not known or at least specified. Hans
10. Please indicate the phases of development. As it is noted that the industries are dependent on bulk services such as water and electricity, please
indicate which industries will be constructed first. Hans
10.1    In the previous meeting the lead engineer stated that the projects are to be constructed sequentially as each component project is largely reliant
on the precursor project. Please provide the sequence of all the component projects. 
10.2    What happens to the subsequent projects if one of the sequence of projects is not able to be undertaken. Hans
10.3    Please identify the lynch pin projects ie. The projects that must commence for the SEZ to go ahead Hans
11. Please confirm what the visual impact on Ekland Safaris will be and especially on all lodges located within the property; Graham young
        11.1 Can the visual assessment state his/her opinion on the viability of eco-tourism on Ekland with the visual impact of the SEZ once fully
developed
        11.2 Following the Precautionary principle, it would be expected that the visual assessment would be based on the worst permissible technologies
to determine impact. From the meeting it appears best practice is being assessed, and unless this becomes an enforced design stipulation for each and
every proposed project in the SEZ, then the assessment is not accurate. Alternatively the global best practice specifications would need to be adopted
for the project and specified. 


Kind regards
Ronaldo Retief Pr.Sci.Nat. Pr. EAP
Professional EAP and Ecologist
NCC Environmental Services (Pty) Ltd
M: +27 72 666 6348
E:   ronaldor@ncc-group.co.za<mailto:ronaldor@ncc-group.co.za>
T:  +27 21 702 2884 Extension: 245
F:  +27 86 555 0693 / +27 21 701 5302
Reg No: 2007/023691/07 | VAT No. 4450208915
26 Bell Close | Westlake Business Park | Westlake | Cape Town
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________________________________________________________________________________
Microsoft Teams meeting
Join on your computer or mobile app
Click here to join the meeting<https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-
join/19%3ameeting_ZjM1Y2UxOGItZjFhOS00ZWQzLWFmMjUtOGVjMzU1M2NlN2E1%40thread.v2/0?
context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22f5eda0b3-3f58-4d64-aac1-df00dfe30e31%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%220f99be97-3045-412b-8722-
bcdb3eb473aa%22%7d>
Learn More<https://aka.ms/JoinTeamsMeeting> | Meeting options<https://teams.microsoft.com/meetingOptions/?organizerId=0f99be97-3045-412b-
8722-bcdb3eb473aa&tenantId=f5eda0b3-3f58-4d64-aac1-
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